Can you find the 6 difficult words in the grid below? Words can go top to bottom or left to right. Once you’re finished, go to the bottom of the page to see what the words mean.

**ABECEDARIAN**

[ey-bee-see-dair-ree-uhn] • noun
An abecedarian is someone who is learning the alphabet or who is a beginner in any subject.

**DEFENESTRATE**

[dee-fen-istreyt] • verb
If you defenestrate something, you throw it out of a window.

**HIRSUTE**

[hur-syoot] • adjective
Someone who is hirsute has lots of hair all over their body.

**NUCIVOROUS**

[nyoo-siv-uh-ruhs] • adjective
If an animal is nucivorous, it eats nuts. Squirrels are nucivorous.

**SLUGABED**

[sluhg-uh-bed] • noun
A slugabed is someone who is lazy and loves sleeping in late when they should be awake.

**YAK**

[yak] • noun
A yak is a type of ox that has long hair and lives in Tibet.